5 For purposes of simplification we will use the following somewhat arbitrary vocabulary: Fragments of the text of the older manuscript will be referred to as fragments of prose or prose in contrast to the text of the later Madrid Codex. The word publication is self-explanatory and refers to the Atlas de Durán.
6 Some of the paste-overs have become partly unglued at the corners. In other cases ink stain traces of prose can be seen through the paper of the paste-overs. The paste-over illustrations begin with Folio 225 r., where the picture once pasted on is now missing; thus there is no reference to it in the Atlas. This Folio has no text, so the subject of the missing illustration cannot be identified. This is followed by another pasteover illustration of "Tenochtitlán" on Folio 227 v. 
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All of the other illustrations in this section were pasted on sideways and escaped being cropped in binding except for four, pasted on the bottom of their pages, which also did not suffer appreciable damage.' Paste-overs are sometimes composite-made of fragments cut so that they will fit together more as parts and fragments of now lost larger designs than complete unified compositions. By and large the remaining illuminations rely heavily on elements of landscape to create three-dimensional spatial settings for human activities. European principles of perspective also give to the actors in the scenes the visualized space of nature or at least a space suggesting the space of a stage.
The Renaissance flavor of the Durán illustrations, however, is carried in large part by details in the elaborate framing elements omitted in the published lithographs. It is in these framing elements that one finds the vocabulary of form reminiscent of German and Netherlandish design books: strap-work, swags with boucraines, and the constant use of leaf forms suggesting the classic acanthus. They suggest similar classic forms to be seen in the Augustinian church of Ixmiquilpan and the painting of the patio of the Hospital of Jesús Nazareno in Mexico City.'
